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ABSTRACT 
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818) is a 
critique of science and its experiments. It is a thoughtful comment on 
the terrifying consequences of scientific experimentation with life. It 
is grounded on a specific research, namely, that of creating life in the 
laboratory without a mother’s womb. It predicts the modern 
researches on cloning, and more than anything else, Frankenstein 
criticizes the way some scientists have been trying to control nature. 
Mary Shelley’s emphasis is not so much on the research itself as on 
some ethical issues that emerge from that research. And those ethical 
issues have not yet lost their social implications. Frankenstein has 
become a cultural myth of the modern world and has provided us 
with a metaphor for the potentially disastrous results of thoughtless 
scientific aims because it raises some ethical issues as to the limits of 
a scientist’s interference with nature. It is an extrapolation of current 
science and technology and its effects on future worlds, both living 
and non-living. It gave a wake-up call to scientists and others 
particularly decision makers to awaken a new consciousness of the 
true realities inherent in the positive and negative potentialities of 
science and technology. It is a revelation of what is in store for 
humanity if science and technology is immorally or irresponsibly 
used. Frankenstein is a pioneering and powerful treatise on the 
responsibilities and values of science with a thought-experiment: a 
thoughtless research very much leads towards diabolic effects.  
KEYWORDS: Thought-experimentation, vermicelli experiment, 
humanistic critique, cultural myth 
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Introduction  
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin Shelley (1797-1851), an eminent 
English novelist, biographer, short story writer, travel writer and 
editor, initiated a women’s tradition in science fiction through 
her classic, Frankenstein (1818). In her lifetime, she was often 
overshadowed by the many literary influences with whom she 
associated, from her own parents Mary Wollstonecraft and 
Godwin, to her husband, Percy Bysshe Shelley and his friend 
Lord Byron. However, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein: or, The 
Modern Prometheus from its inception on a stormy night to its 
publication in 1818 to its numerous forms on stage and screen, 
crept into the popular psyche more deeply than anything written 
by her associates. Frankenstein can be rightly called the seminal 
science fiction text as Donawerth rightly comments: 
Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein (1818) began a women’s 
tradition in science fiction, a tradition that later incorporated the 
feminist technological utopia, popular in the nineteenth century 
US, and that was also influenced by travel narrative and 
scientific romance (Davidson & Wagner-Martin, 1995: 780). 
In the case of Frankenstein, issues become more 
complicated with the realization that the novel cannot really be 
slotted into any category. Right from its inception, Frankenstein 
has seen a series of re-workings. Read variously as a cautionary 
fable against Faustian ambition, a feminist critique of “male” 
science/romanticism, an allegorization of class relations or an 
ambivalent exploration of the human psyche, Frankenstein 
invites reinterpretation. Frankenstein is not just a novel of terror, 
based on rich and powerful imagination. It is a novel that 
includes elements of science fiction, psychological novel, gothic 
novel and also provides a social critique. But any attempt to find 
some fixed meaning in the novel leads to confusion. Definition 
and categorization are repeatedly called into question by the 
novel. Maya Joshi (2002: ix) rightly states how Frankenstein 
transcended the generic shorelines: 
First published in 1818, reprinted in 1823, revised in 1831 – 
Frankenstein’s is a history of resurrections. Drama, cartoon, 
film – every genre has found in Mary Shelley’s novel something 
to appropriate. Moral fable, amoral horror, political allegory, 
dystopic science fiction, psychological thriller – the novel itself 
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cuts across generic divides. Located firmly in its time, it yet 
reaches across time and place, embodying an extraordinary 
range of significations. 
 
Premise 
A thorough analysis and evaluation of Frankenstein as a science 
fiction explores its scientific aspects. As a science fiction it tells 
the story of a daring experiment that goes horribly wrong. It is 
the story of a scientist who could not control his own creation 
and was finally doomed by that creation for which he had toiled 
hard. The novel is a critique of science and its experiments. It is 
a thoughtful comment on the terrifying consequences of 
scientific experimentation with life. Drawing upon scientific and 
technological advances, it suggests the future consequences of 
such experiments.  
In order to project this story, Mary adopted the well-known 
myth of ‘Prometheus’. By calling Frankenstein modern 
Prometheus, Mary Shelley expressed her scientific bent of mind. 
While Percy Shelley’s Prometheus goes to heaven to bring fire, 
Mary Shelley’s Prometheus, Frankenstein, depends on modern 
scientific technology to reanimate the figure that he composed 
out of the parts of dead bodies. The modern Prometheus 
succeeds in bringing the ‘fire’ necessary for animating life to 
lifeless matters, but could not conceive of the horrifying actions 
of the figure after it would be animated by him. Thus, Mary 
Shelley’s exploitation and fictionalization of the Greek myth of 
Prometheus and creation of modern Prometheus in a scientific 
experiment suits the genre of science fiction because mythology 
is one of the most important orientations of science fiction.  
In Mary Shelley: Her Life, Her Fiction, Her Monsters 
(1998), Anne K. Mellor has recorded Mary’s close observation 
of the scientific inventions and her profound interests in the 
works of the eminent scientists such as Humphrey Davy, 
Erasmus Darwin, and Luigi Galvani, the forefront of the late 18th 
and early 19th century scientific debates which is very effectively 
fictionalized by Shelley in the present novel. Frankenstein is the 
first novel to be powered by the theory of evolution because 
Erasmus Darwin’s ‘Theories of Evolution’, particularly his 
‘vermicelli experiment’, was exploited and fictionalized by Mary 
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Shelley in her novel Frankenstein. Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802) 
was not only the biological ancestor of Charles Darwin; he was 
also the father of the theories of evolution that his much more 
famous grandson developed. He, thus, stands as a father figure 
over the first real SF novel.  
In his 1973 study of SF, Billion Year Spree: The True 
History of Science Fiction, Brian Aldiss made a case for 
Frankenstein as the first true SF novel, showing as it does an 
awareness of current technology and scientific theory and 
extrapolating it to create a fresh perspective. But Frankenstein is 
called a science fiction not only for its references to some 
scientists. Rather the novel is called the first of its genre – the 
genre of science fiction – because Mary was deeply concerned 
with some of the basic issues which were related to the scientific 
inventions of the time, and because she evolved an ethical stand 
of her own out of this concern which is more relevant in the 
present age of science. 
 
Discussion  
As a seminal science fiction Frankenstein is a unique book in 
many respects. Interest has always centered on the creation of 
the nameless monster. This is the core of the novel, an 
experiment that goes wrong – a prescription to be repeated later, 
more sensationally, in Amazing Stories and elsewhere. 
Frankenstein’s is the Faustian dream of unlimited power, but 
Frankenstein makes no pacts with the devil. “The devil” belongs 
to a relegated system of belief. Frankenstein’s ambitions beat 
fruit only when he throws away his old reference books from a 
pre-scientific age and gets down to some research in the 
laboratory. This is now accepted practice, of course but in 1818 
it was a startling perception, a small revolution.  
Victor Frankenstein goes to the University of Ingolstadt and 
visits two professors. To the first, a man called Kerempe, a 
professor of natural philosophy, he reveals how his search for 
knowledge led him to the works of Cornelius Agrippa, 
Paracelsus, and Albertus Magnus. Krempe scoffs at him: “These 
fancies, which you have so greedily imbibed, are a thousand 
years old”. This is a modern objection; antiquity is no longer the 
highest court to which one can appeal. “Ancient wisdom” is 
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supplanted by modern experiment. Frankenstein attends the 
second professor, Waldman, who lectures on chemistry. 
Waldman is even more scathing about ancient teachers who 
“promised impossibilities, and performed nothing”. He speaks 
instead of the moderns, who use microscope and crucible, and 
converts Frankenstein to his way of thinking. Frankenstein turns 
away from alchemy and the past, towards science and the future 
then only he is rewarded with a horrible success.  
Shelly fictionalized the idea that life can be created without 
supernatural aid and with the help of science. Science has taken 
the place of superstition. Mary lived in a thoroughly Newtonian 
world, in which natural explanations could be sought for natural 
phenomena. It is for this reason she sends Victor Frankenstein to 
Ingolstadt University, then a renowned centre for science. Mary 
knew more of the science of her time than has been generally 
granted. Mary let Frankenstein to spend so much time with the 
alchemists, with Cornelius Agrippa and Paracelsus because she 
wished to make it plain that the old authorities who “promised 
impossibilities and performed nothing” (Ibid.) had to go. She had 
to show that they were useless, outdated, and without merit in a 
modern age. Krempe’s contempt is clear: “I little expected,” he 
tells his student, “in this enlightened and scientific age, to find a 
disciple of Albertus Magnus and Paracelsus. My dear sir, you 
must begin your studies entirely anew” (Ibid.). Waldman 
summarizes what the modern researchers have achieved:  
They ascend into the heavens: they have discovered how the 
blood circulates, and the nature of the air that we breathe. They 
have acquired new and almost unlimited powers; they can 
command the thunders of heaven, mimic the earthquake, and 
even mock the invisible world with its shadows (31). 
As a true exponent of science, Mary Shelly fictionalized a 
scientific experiment in Frankenstein as Brian W. Aldiss 
(1986:41) rightly states:  
As if to dispel any doubts about her aversion to “jiggery-
pokery magic”, Mary makes it plain that her central marvel 
shares the essential quality of scientific experiment, rather than 
the hit-and-miss of legerdemain. She has Frankenstein create life 
a second time. 
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Frankenstein agrees to make a female companion for the 
monster, subject to certain conditions. When his work is almost 
finished, Frankenstein pauses, thinking of the “race of devils” 
that might be raised up by the union between his two creatures 
which will destroy human race completely. Victor destroys what 
he has begun, the monster discovers the breach of contract, utters 
his direst threat – “I shall be with you on your wedding night!” 
(133) – and disappears. The very words shuddered Victor. 
Sexual tensions move throughout the book. The rest is a tale of 
flight and pursuit, punctuated by death and retribution, with 
everyone’s hand turned against the wretched monster, as much 
from convention and prejudice as from spite. Due to the horribly 
wrong experiment of science Frankenstein lost his brother, 
William, Justine Moritz, a servant in the household but was 
regarded as a member of the family, his intimate friend, Henry 
Clerval, his dearest beloved, Elizabeth, his father, Alphonse 
Frankenstein, and last but not the least, his own life. 
According to the critic, Anne K. Mellor, science fiction as a 
genre has three characteristics: it is to be grounded on valid 
scientific research, it gives a prediction about the future of that 
research, and lastly, it offers a humanistic critique of either 
specific technological inventions or the very nature of scientific 
thinking. All these characteristics may be found in Frankenstein. 
It is grounded on the specific research, namely, that of creating 
life in the laboratory without a mother’s womb. Secondly, it 
predicts the modern researches on cloning, and more than 
anything else, Frankenstein criticizes the way some scientists 
have been trying to control nature. Taking the novel for a science 
fiction it may be observed that, be the scientific research of 
Victor, a ‘bad science’ or even ‘no science,’ Mary Shelley’s 
emphasis is not so much on the research itself as on some ethical 
issues that emerge from that research. And those ethical issues 
have not yet lost their social implications. Haldar (2004: 117) 
states those issues one by one:  
First, if a new species is at all created by the scientists in the 
laboratory, what will be the social, psychological and moral 
status of that species in the modern world? Secondly, would not 
such creation of life in the laboratory disturb the ecological 
balance? The third issue which is more poignant than the others 
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for its direct attack on the investigator, may be as follows: Is not 
a modern scientist often disturbed by his/her conscience for 
inventing something the use of which hardly lies within his/her 
control? In the case the scientist becomes, as Victor becomes in 
the novel, a slave to his own creation. What is the use of one’s 
intellect and hard toil, then, if one is destined to be a slave, being 
unable to exercise one’s free will? 
We are reminded of Victor’s exclamations: “What glory 
would attend the discovery, if I could banish disease from the 
human frame and render man invulnerable to nay but violent 
death!” (25). If Victor were engaged only in finding ways to 
banish disease from human frame, there would be no cause for 
his misery. Victor became a slave to his creation and could not 
even exercise his free will. Victor’s mission thus highlights some 
ethical questions the type of which is raised at the end of the 20th 
century. Victor Frankenstein’s last words are a guideline to 
science and scientist:  
Farewell, Walton! Seek happiness in tranquility, and avoid 
ambition, even it be only the apparently innocent one of 
distinguishing yourself in science and discoveries. Yet why do I 
say this? I have myself been blasted in these hopes, yet another 
may succeed (175). 
The success of Frankenstein as a science fiction, the first of 
its kind in English literature, owes much to Shelley’s ethical 
concerns expressed in her novel. The writers of the twenty-first 
century almost echo Shelley when they express their concern 
that artificial creation of life may create a chaos in the world and 
that there should be limit to the interference with Nature. 
Shelley, a writer with a social commitment, provided a vision to 
the future writers in general and writers of science fiction and 
scientists in particular. Brian Aldiss (1986:41) rightly states: 
Thus Mary Shelley, like a practiced modern SF writer, 
prepares us beforehand for what is to follow. Of course she 
cannot show us how life in instilled in a dead body, any more 
than a modern writer could, but she can suspend our disbelief.  
 
Conclusion  
In the present age of science and technology Mary Shelly’s 
science and scientific experiment in Frankenstein is no more a 
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matter of merely fiction but has become a fact of science.  
In short, Frankenstein has become a cultural myth of the modern 
world and has provided us with a metaphor for the potentially 
disastrous results of thoughtless scientific aims because it raises 
some ethical issues as to the limits of a scientist’s interference 
with nature. Victor’s search for the principle of life is projected 
in the novel, as a scientist’s search for the way to create life in a 
secular world and his tragic fall is moral example of the dangers 
of knowledge.  
It is an extrapolation of current science and technology and 
its effects on future worlds, both living and non-living. It gave a 
wake-up call to scientists and others particularly decision makers 
to awaken a new consciousness of the true realities inherent  
in the positive and negative potentialities of science and 
technology. It is a revelation of what is in store for humanity if 
science and technology is immorally or irresponsibly used. From 
Mary Shelley to the present time, the responsible science fiction 
writers have been focusing on the world transforming powers  
of science, if exploited for the excessive goodness and selfishness 
of humanity. The negative capabilities can be negated if the 
scientific community is keenly conscious of such destructive 
effects.  
By and large, Frankenstein is a pioneering and powerful 
treatise on the responsibilities and values of science with a 
thought-experiment: a thoughtless research very much leads 
towards diabolic effects. 
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